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Bn move to Adriatic Coast . Scat party of six NCO's and R.Q.M.S. u/c Adjt leftTORELLA 0515 hrs to rendezvous with S.C. 1 C.I.B. at CASTROPIONANO at 0600 hrs. Route
to area CAMPOBASSO , CASACALENDA , LARINO , TERMOLI to Bde D.P. at Rd June 799788. ( Italy ,
1/100,000sheet 155 ) and then to Bn area 6578-6478 ( sheet 148). Due to extremely heavy
traffic congestion from TERMOLI forward this party did not reach Bn area until dusk .Area not favourable to taking transport off road. Bn crossed unit S.P. at 0915 hrsand across Bde S.P. at 1000 hrs . Bde order of march was H & P.E.Regt , Bde II.Q. , 48th
Highlanders , R.C.R. , Bde Support Group , 9th Fd Ambulance and and Fd Regt , R.C.A. Bn
order of march A, B , D , C , Coy F , A and B echelon vehicles moving with them . Remainder

of F Ech u/e Major Rawlings,
A Ech w

/c Capt Beal,
B Ech u/e Capt Richardson . Major

Wallace 0.C. Convoy . Each rifle coy hod 4 T.C.V's , Support and H.Q. Coy one a piece .Movement extremely slow the entire day due to bad roade and very poor traffice discipline
especially in 5th Corps area. By midnight convoy had not reached Bn area
•Weather Cool and Rainy.

for

Leading elements of En arrived in area at 0300 hrs the last vehicle coming in at0630 hrs . From TERMOLI forward the traffic was nose to tail, main delay was caused by
vehicles sliding into ditches . One T.C.V. of C Coy was sideswiped and turned upside
down , 8 men were evacuated to hospital suffering from broken limbs and other injuries.
Bn H.Q. set up in house 649789. Rum issue authorized which was served at breakfast and
troops bedded down for some rest . Col Johnston and the 1.0 . arrived at Bn.H.Q. 1030 hrs
from forward area and an " O" group called for 1130 hrs and information given as follows-
the enemy occupying ST.PIETRO 3610 and 305078. They are not 1st class troops, Tac R. reportsan armoured Div moving forward presumably to counter - attack . Our troops, 8th Indian Div
on the left , N.Z.Div in reserve . The Bde to move forward and to take up a defensive
position , area of responsibility FOSSACESIA 4004 to coast . Bn areas as follows- R.C.R.
in reserve area 4204 , H.& F.E.R. FOSSACESIA , 48th area of church SAN GIOVANNI in VENERE
4005 The Bn to move by T.C.V's leading vehicle to cross Bde S.P. line of Trigno river
at 1400 hrs , order of march D , C , B , A , P Echelon , Coy A Ech vehicles , route , SAN SALVO ,VASTO , CASALBORDINO , TORINO , POSSACESIA . Remainder of A Ech u/c Capt Beal and B Ech ucCapt Richardson to remain in present area. Marching troops to debus at Rd june 433011 ,
T.C.V's to return by coast road to unit . Major Wallace to bring up marching troops and

will be met by Coy 2 1/e's at 401050.
Bn moved off at scheduled time but due to very

heavy traffic progress extremely slow. Imperial vehicles further slowed progress down
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by double banking causing very bad road congestion . As darkness came on all vehiclesput on full headlights , a scene which reminded one of Sunnyside Beach especially
when crossing the diversion at the SANGRO River . This diversion is a magnificent
Engineers feat built under extreme difficulties . Weather - cloudy and cool.
Reveille 0700 hrs . , breakfast 0730 hrs . Troops devoted the morning to cleaning

up and resting. ' O ' Op . at 0900 hrs . to co-ordinate the defense of the area . The
Bn. situated on a tank proof plate about 250 yds long and Coys. detailed as follows:
"C" Coy . to move SOUTH of the road and to be responsible for the SOUTH side flank
and also slight EAST and WEST. "B" Coy. to cover the saddle which lies to the WEST
of the plateau . "A" Coy. to remain in present position 1.e. NORTH of the road on the
EASTERN flank . "D" Coy . responsible for the seas and beach approach and to send one
pl. to the promintory overlooked by the Monastery . 4 anti-tank guns to cover the
saddle the remainder to be in reserve . 3" Mortars to go to "A" , "B " and " C" Coys .
and 4 Pl. to form Bn.H.Q. reserve . Line to be laid to all doys . It

was reported
that one F1. of "D" Coy. and one of "B" Coy. were missing from the move . "D" Coy. Pl.
reported in at noon and "B" Coy . Pl. reported in just before supper . Failure to
arrive at the area was due to breakdown of T. C.V's. Lt.Tidy , "D" Coy. , reported that
three soldiers had been blown up by mines on the beach The Padre , Par Officer , and
a party of S. B's . went down to the beach and , a path having been swept , the men were
brought out . One Englishman was uninjured , one killed and one man from the R.C.A.
was slightly wounded . Lt. D.R. Baillie reported back from hospital and rejoined
"B" Coy. Capts . Besl and Richardson brought up the rations in the evening . 3de . 'O'
Gp . called at 1800 hrs . and Bn . ' o ' Gp . 2000 hrs . The Unit is to move to-morrow , to
an area just NORTH of ROCCA S.GIOVANNI , marching troops to move up under command the
2 1/c,

and F, A and B Echelon to move up later in the day. Remainder of A and B
echelon to move up from old area to present one . Intelligence report that the 96

PZ Grenadiers are now facing the Div. on the coast with the
26 Pz facing the

New Zealanders . Weather - fair and cool.
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Marching troops u/c Major Wallace crossed the
Bde . S.P. at POSSACESIA at 0930

hrs. , marching in following order , "D" , "A" , "C" and " B" Coys . The C.0. and 1.0.
went forward with the Brig. to recce a new assembly area . Extreme congestion of themain road made any movement almost impossible and it was doubtful for sometime if anytransport would be able to move up until sometime in the evening. However , it

was

found possible to move up single vehicles and this was started at 1300 hrs . All Echswere in new area by 1630 hrs . The Bn . bivouseed in houses and olive groves on both
sides of the road in area 365046. Bn . took up an all - round defense position and

settled down for the night . *A* Coy . situated in a Monastery just EAST of the road,"D" Coy. in a house on the bend of the road and Sp . Coy. in another house in the
same area . "C" Coy. situated 300 yds . SOUTH WEST of the road near Bn..

Q. Transport
and Q.M. situated on the road . "B " Coy . in other houses WEST of the road . This
area was taken over from SEAFORTH OF CANADA

. Weather - cool and cloudy.
Coys . devoted the morning to cleaning up and improving camouflage . C.O. visited

all Coys. during the morning . Around noon the area dive bombed by German planes
probably M.E. 109's , five in number , and dropped six bombs . Three men were injuredby shrapnel and evacuated to hospital , otherwise no damage done. Warning order at1335 hrs . that the Bn. to move at 1430 hrs. , C.0 . leaving immediately for an ' o ' Gp.
Bn. 'O ' op. at 1415 hrs . The Bn. to relieve the ROYAL INNISKILLING PUSILIERS in
area 3511, the plan being that the H.& P.E.R. are to make a feint across the F.MOROon the right while the 2nd Bde . put on a full scale attack on the left flank.Marching troops cleared Bn. Start Line at 1530 hrs . and F Ech u/c Major Rawlingsleft at 1640 hrs. A and B Ech to remain in present position . Order of marching
troops as follows : "A" , "D" , " C " and "p" Coys . , Bde . Wireless truck . One Tp. 51stBty. A/Tk.

came under Command at 1500 hrs . The Bde . is faced with the 36 Pz. group
which consists of Infantry , Tanks and S.P. guns . The Commanding officer and 1.0 .
and Coy. 2 1/c's left by jeep to liase with the R.I.F.

One Cpl . and twelve men from
4 Pl. detailed to the Bde . Muleteer Coy . At 1930 hrs . orders came through that A
and B Ech to concentrate in the area of Q

.. Stores to leave billets free for theR.I.F. A Ech cookers u/c Capt . Beal went up at 2030 hrs . Weather - fair and cool .
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Unit co-ordinated in defensive position taken over from R.1.7. during morning .Some shelling of area during day . itud has become a major difficulty and meny
vehicles have become a hindrance and parking places difficult to find. At 1700hrs. received orders to relieve EDMONTONS in area 345115 a defensive positionoverlooking R. MORO . [2nd Bde . crossing at V.ROATTI the same night. En. less
vehicles moved up in darkness to complete relief by 2100 hrs . Vehicles to moveup in daylight. Casualties - 3 Other Ranks wounded . Weather - cloudy and cool.

New area too muddy to take all vehicles so necessary vehicles only moved from
old area . New area on crest of hill and forward positions under observation .Some heavy shelling during day and Lt. Grant and one 0.R. killed and severalwounded in "3" Coy by one unlucky shell. Bde. Conda . '0' Op. at night aswarning order for crossing of MORO . "A" Coy . only to feint in front of S.LONARDO
while R.C.R. attack S

.. from
HAST . & P.B.R. bridgehead on const . Casualties

Lt. D.C. Graht killed one other Renk killed eight Other Ranks wounded .Weather - cloudy and cool.
Shelling in Bn. area early in the morning . Commanding Officer's ' o' op . was

held at 1100 hrs , in " B " Coy. area -344115- for the attack across the River
HORO

that afternoon . The 'o ' Gp. was harassed by enemy shelling as was the Commending

Officer's attempt to show Conds . the ground from the forward 0.7 . The Commending

Officer was called to Bde . at 1200 hrs . where a change in the plan was given himand a second ' o ' Gp . was called at 1300 hrs. This plen finally resulted in "B"and "D" Coys . leading the Bn. attack on the high feature at 530115 with " C" and
"A" and Comd. Post to follow as soon as the first Coys . were successful . To theright the R.C.R. moved across the River to 346137. at 1300 hrs . to be ready to
attack S. LEONARDO - 335118. On their success the H. & P.E.R. was to consolidate
the 1 cân. Inf. Bde . bridgehead by moving to 3312. The attack was to be supported
by 4 Regts Fd . Arty. , 2 Regts Med. Arty , 13 squadrons of Kittybombers , 4.2 Mortars
M.M.0's. and Bofors . Zero hour was 1630 hrs. En. Comi . Post moved forward to.
forward 0.P. 343116 at 1545 hrs . and communications set up , all objectivescovered by smoke and dust from heavy Arty concentrations and impossible to follow
troops. "D" Coy. reached its objective with very little opposition . 1730 hrs."B" Coy. H.Q. was heavily shelled whilst crossing the River and was out of touchwith Bn. but patrol from "D" Coy. contacted it on objective 1800 hrs. "C" Coy.then moved forward up "D" Coy'e . exie and at 1850 hrs . "A" Coy. and Bn . H.Q.moved forward . By 2000 hrs . Bn. fully on abjective and dug in . "B " Coy.
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331116 , Bn. H.Q. - 350116 , "C " Coy . - 332113 , "A" Coy. - 326115 , "D" Coy. - 328112.B. area
was heavily shelled during the night and sniped at by .0 s. Meanwhile

the R.C.R. , according to radio intercept , seemed to be moving toward 3.LEONARDO

without too much opposition , and it was expected that they would reach the Town

before midnight . However , heavy vehicles could be heard in the tom during the
night and it

was clear that they had not fully occupied the Town . This attackwas originally planned for the R.C.R. to break out of the HAST . & P.E.R. bridgehead
and 48th to make a diversion only at S. LEONARDO crossing . Final orders had to be
given without seeing the ground . The approaches to the river provided good coverand the attack vent in at dusk enabling the Unit to get on its objective withvirtually no opposition . It

was in fact thought that the R.C.R. had takenB.LEONARDO and a patrol vas sent to contact them and was most incensed when fired
on after challenging loudly several times. Casualties - eleven Other Ranks killed
in action - thirteen Other Ranks wounded . Weather - cloudy and cool.

By first light Bn.H.Q. , now underground in a large cave on the face of the hillside facing S.LEONARDO , found itself under observation and M.G. fire from thetown . By 0800 hrs . I Troop of Shermans appeared
on the forward slopes of thetown with one Coy. SEAFORTHS and by 1000 hrs. a fierce battle was going on in

the town between enemy 1.0. posts and our tanks . Two men were sent to contact
the tanks who were firing at our men and they returned with six Germans , the
crews of the M.0s . that had been sniping at Bn.H.Q. The prisoners were from 11th
Coy., 3rd Bn . 361 Panzer Regt ., 90 Panzer Div. Close watch was kept on this area
all day and subsequently 5 more prisoners of the same unit were taken . The B.C.R.
sent a patrol into the town 1000 hrs. but were split by a
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German counter attack at 1400 hrs . - 341331 and it took a counter attack from the
H. & P.E. Regt . to save a critical situation . However the Engineers had built adiversion at 337116 during the night 8/9 and tanks accompanied by Seathforths andEdmonton Regt . were helping establish the bridgehead . At 2000 hrs . Commending Officerwent back across the river to Bde . 11.Q. - 353117 - at request of Bde. Comd. On hisreturn he brought orders for "A" and " C" Coya . to move across to S. LEONARDO , to comew/e Edmonton Regt . and to protect right flank of bridgehead around S. LEONARDO. Coys
moved across u/c Major Clarke

2330 hrs and took up positions 356126 and 339187. At1900 hrs rations came forward by mule train but it was shelled and it was not until0300 hrs that all the rationa finally arrived . Bn . area was heavily shelled throughout
the day and was also engaged with HEBELWARTERS . - Casualties - Lt. D.A. HARPER
2.0.8. - Capt . P.G. MOLAREN and Lt. C.P.S. TIDY wounded . - 2 Other Ranks killed and
5 Other Renka wounded . - Weather Fair and cool .

Remarks , references
to Appendices and

initials

Bridgehead was further developed with 2 0.I.B. pushing up ORTONA ků . with tanks
to 324156. The R.C.R. having reorganized , was acting as a firm base in old area -350330. Road into S. LEONARDO , Diversion and En. area heavily shelled all day. Inevening Bde. ordered one Coy. to go forward to take up position around LA TORRE - 322113"D" Coy. set out 2300 hrs . and was in position by 0100 hrs. No opposition in LA TORREBn . area shelled all day. Rations in by night . Casualties - A.P. & R's . - Capt .J.E.W. WRIGHT appointed A/Major , Capt . R.P. LYON appointed A/Major , Capt. P.G.

MCLAREN
appointed A/Major , Capt . J.C.

CLARKE appointed Major , Mejor J.E.W. WRIGHT confirmed
in the rank of Major Lt. T.M. BUCHANAN wounded - 3 other Ranks wounded . Weather
Cool with roin.

Shelled intermittently during the day . M.M.G's and A/Tk Guns moved up toprotect "D" Coy. "A" and " C" Coys . brought back under cond. Bn. and moved to 328118and 329121 whilst the R.C.R. moved in to protect S. LEONARDO at area 337130. Patrolsordered by Bde , one from LA TORRE to Main Road at 305123 and an officer patrol tocontact R.W.K. ( Ind.Div. ) at V. ROATTI - 320097. Patrol to main rd . ran into 2 enemyM.G!s dug in - 313117. Ĺt . PERRY returned having contacted R.W.K. He walked through
A/Tk minefield in valley

325105 , contacted a Newfld På Regt and went to BHQ. R.W.K.311098. Their Bde planned to attack V.CALDARI 302100 - next day . Casualties
Weather - Cool and cloudy.

-
Major R.P. LYON T.0.8. , 1 Other Rank Killed in Action

fr
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En. area shelled intermittently . " C" Coy. ordered out to defence position513117 to protect left flank .N.S.R . " C" Coy . moved out 1800 hre. and in
position by 3000 hrs . Bent patrol to contact

....
at 309181. Fte . TOTH

captured by enemy and taken to their positions in valley 307120. He managed

to escape and returned to his Coy . with information that energy in position,
1 - 2 Coys . in strength . A D.P. Stonk was brought down on this position."C" Coy. requested permission to attack with some tenka that they had contacted
but this refused as R. 22 R. to attack next morning 0700 hrs. Casualties -
9 Other Banks wounded . Weather - cloudy.

"C" Coy . reported enemy counter attacked 0650 hr . Coy. held its fire tillend and drove off counter attack . 0730 hrs . R. 22 R. and tanks attneked. "C"
Coy. killed nine enemy including one Capt . and one it. and took 31 prisonersincluding one lit. Frisoners were from 190 Hy Recce Cogr

., 90th Panzer Div. "C"
Coy surfered no casualties. ' o' up . at Bde . 1400 hrs., Bde. to be concentratedto right of .LEONARDO . 1.0 . sent a 1.0 . to coys . to inform them of move . By
2000 hrs . Bn. in position - Bn...

- 542127 , "A" Cay. -357153 , "B " Coy. -339131 ,"C" Cay. 340127 - "D" Coy. 340120 , Casualties - nil. Weather - cloudy and cold.
* 0 * op . 0000 hrs . En . to move in around town as protective force whilst

1 Can . Div . reorganize . B. in position by 1300 hrs . M.H.Q. - 359123 , "A" Coy .341123 , "B" Coy . - 336122 , " C" Coy . - 332124 , "D" Coy. - 329119. Quiet day

little shelling and Bn. took advantage of rest . Patrols to R.C.R. at 357138.Casualties - Capt . 1.8.WALLACE appointed /Major and confirmed in the rank ofMajor , Lt. K.S. ARREJL 1.0.5., three other Ranks wounded . Weather - cloudy
and cold.

'O ' Op . at Bde . 1400 hrs . Plan for attack in near future . 1st Bde to attackand take ground across main rd in 3013 as soon as Indian Div . gets across rd
moving N

..
toward 10110 - 2715. Bn . to reat and dig in defence position around

S.LEONARDO . Casualties - four other Ranks wounded . Weather - cloudy and cold .
No change in location , uneventful day . No contact with enemy . Shelling

light. Coys . with and A Ech vehicles spend day on organisation . Casualties -
Capt . W.L. BEATTY , Lt. H. BELL, & Lt. S.D. REBURN t.0.8 . along with nine 0.Re.one other Rank wounded . Weather - cloudy and cool.

བ
ག

S
k
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Coys . went by vehicle every hour to S.VITO to mobile bath. ' o ' Gp . Bde . 0900 hrs .
Plan for Bde . attack next day , 48 Highrs to attack across rd behind Corps Arty barrage
and take 307138. On success R.C. R. to attack behind barrage and take 320142. One
Sqn. 12 c.T.R. with each Bn. G.O.C. came down 1100 hrs . to give talk to offra 48th
and R.C. R. on to-morrow's attack . 1400 hrs . C.O. and 1.0 . went on Bde. Recce of F.U.Pand ASSY area for attack 313117. Recce party heavily shelled in 0.P. Joined by Br .Recce Party 1500 hrs . and Coy . Comds . married to Tp . Leaders "B " Sqn , 12 C.T.R.
Bn. '0' Gp. 2100 hrs . "D" and "A" Coys . to attack behind barrage with one Tp .
following in reserve . 7 Arty Reps and F.0.08 . attended ' o ' Gp . Night disturbed by
wrong firing in MORO VALLEY, origin and reason both unexplained . Casualties
Lt. D.R.BAILLIE evac . - sick. Weather - rainy .

Bn . moved to Assy area 320117 , 0700 hrs . Barrage commenced 0800 hrs . "D" and "A"Coys . crossed Start Line 307120 at 0820 hrs . Fairly heavily shelled by enemy as Bn.moved up. "D" and "A" Coys . on objective by 1030 hrs . Bn . on objective by 1130 hrs .Dug in immediately, with tanks in Bn. position . Coy. positions - "D" Coy . 306137 ,"A" Coy. 308138 , " C" Coy . 507135 , "B" Coy. 308136 , Bn.H.Q. 308136. Harrassed by
enemy snipers most of day and tanks managed to clear most of them up . R.C.R. attack
failed so both flanks open. Original Arty plan was fixed by trace . Final Arty plan
issued on paper at 1800 hrs . after dark. Showed several important changes which had
not previously been notified . It was then too late to change the plan which restedwith "A" Coy , the Coy. going up to the right of the barrage . Leading Coys . would
start 200 yds . short of statine but with rate 500 yds . in one min . it was felt thiscould be caught up. Owing to the inaccuracy of the maps the barrage started where
originally planned and did give "A" Coy. cover , it stopped however just on theobjective instead of going 700 yds . beyond it and

was late on every position . The
barrage for the R. C. R. fell partially on our troops and had to be lifted . Contacted
R. 22 R. who command rd 314134. Took 25 prisoners of I

and

III Para Regt . Casualties
Lts. N. B. BELL, A.P.PERRY , G.O.G.PHIBBS and S.D.REBURN wounded , 21 Other Rankswounded and 8 other Ranks killed . Weather - cool with rain .

-
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Shelled , though mainly by on Arty as maps 1000 yds . out . ESSEX Regt . Indian Div .made contact 306135 with their right (w ) Coy. R.C.R. moved two Coys . and Bn.11.Q
across rd to 314136. Enemy still aniping , situation easier . Intermittent enemyshelling. Rations , etc. , coming up by mule train . Casualties - one other Rankwounded . Weather cloudy and cool .

R.C.R. attacked and took rå and rail junc , 320143. Patrols to 511150 contectedenemy in fair strength . Essex Regt . consolidated around 505134. Attempted to takeV.GRANDE 298140 with one Coy. and failed. Enemy counter attacked their left flank
but thrown back . Our A/Tk gune plus 51st Bty and our

3" Mortera moved into positionOrdered by Bde . to send one Coy. with one Tp. Tanks to take track June . 311150. "B"Coy attacked 1500 hrs . but tanks bogged down 310142 and Coy. pinned down 311147.Tanks encountered minefield 310159 and was mined 311147 to 311150. Under cover of
dark "B" Coy. withdrew to position around tanks 310142. Patrols contacted R.C.R. at
blown bridge 517143. Casualties Major K.T.WHITE confirmed in rank of Major ,Capt . R.J.HARRIS evacuated sick , eight Other Renks wounded . Weather – cloudy.

ESSEX Regt . attacked V.GRANDE 298140 behind barrage 0600 hrs . One Coy . succeeded
in reaching outskirts 209138. Enemy still on rd 303157. ESSEX Regt . called for
shoot by own 3 mortars ; shoot aarried out 1100 hrs. successfully . SEAFORTH Highre
of Can. releived by H. & P.E. R. area 315117. R.C.R. consolidate around X rds 313142.
"B" Cay in direct contact with enemy. Enemy shelling and mortaring intermittently .Patrols to ESSEX Regt . R.C.R. and enery 511150. Lt- col. Spry (A/Brigadier), visitedBn . position. An. fighting strength - 15 Offra , 377 0.RS. " B" Coy. casualties in
last two days 2 killed , 9 wounded . Casualties Lt. D.H.MILNES wounded , 9 other
Ranke wounded , 3 Other Ranks killed . Weather rainy.-

-
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43

(near )
V.GRANDE

ITALY

23
Dec
43

ESSEX Reg . making tentative efforts to attack V.GRANDE Bde . * o * Op. 1400 hrs .Bde. plen to swing left across country and then right to cut const rd 584177 and
relieve pressure on 2nd con . Inf . nee. in ORTONA 8816. BAST . & P.E.P. to attack
treek junc. 311150 and on success 48th Highlanders of Genade to go through and
capture high ground 506164 , R.C.R. then to ssing right and out the coast road.Cesunities - A/Major R.P.

LYON confirmed in rank of Major . Weether - cloudy with
rain.

Regt .HAST . & P.E. Regt . attacked behind barrage 0030 hrs . with tanks.
re-attneked V.ORANDE . BA . o op . n . to move Assy area 512151 on HAT. & P.E.Rect . succees . "A" Coy . then to lead P. vis obscure path

shown on serialphotographs to objective . Host of the HAST. & P.B. Regt . tanke bogged down and not
on objective by 1300 hrs. , though reported on. Bn given release to attack . Moved

formed to FAST . & F.E. Regt . aree 518147 but only crone track: 311150 taken and

track: not yet eronned at 513152. Tanke bogging do . LAST . & P.E. Rest. finally
successful 2630 hrs. and Bde . Conf . ordered 48th Highdenders forward even though
nearly dark and tanks unable to nove " coy . moved off at 3600 bra . followedby "C" Coy B

...
"D" end "B" Core Cronsed track at 315352 and moved .W.torerà objective . Farm buildings searched enroute found to contain enery and one

killed , 2 wounded and nineteen taken prisoner , all Paratroops. The suffered nocsualties and arrived at gully 818164 in pouring rain 1900 hrs. B. immediatelytook up defensive position on high ground 315165. No organised opposition to
occupation of ground . Casurtles - all weather - rainy.
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Place Date Hour

(near)
V. GRANDE
ITALY

24
Dec
43

(near )
V. GRANDE

25
Dec

ITALY 43

32-N-#12 48th lenders of Genade In Lieu of M.E.M.II
DEC 43. HAR DIARY

Summary of Events and Information

"D" Coy ordered to send out strong party - 30 men - to move down main track to
Rear Bn. H.Q. 315147 , mopping up houses enroute, party then to bring up Morters , A/Tk ,M.M.O's and rations . Party started out 0300 hrs but returned 0450 hrs having encountered
Inf. dug in around houses at 307158, 308167 and 308155. The track was heavily coveredand could not be used . With arrival of dawn Bn took up defensive position on high ground ,
Bn. H.Q. in a small house 306161 , " C" Coy across track area 305162 , "D" Coy around Bn.11.Q. and astride track 507163, "A" Coy around track June in big house 308163 , "B" Coy
astride track 308161. niping and machine gumming from houses at 306157 and from post
on track at 308158 all day. House registered as D. ROCK and D.P. task in valley WEST

of Bn position registered also . D.F. task JANE in possible enemy F.U.P. 304167. Recce
patrols to house ROCK returned having been unable to reach their objective . Fighting
patrol sent out by "B" Coy at dusk thrown back with 2 casualties . A coy sent out
patrol at 1800 hrs to rd at 307176. No contact made with the enemy

.
A very active

night . Enemy patrolling came very close and posts established in houses 309165 and
305165. Outposta pushed in within 75 yds of "D " Coy. Casualties - Capts . E.N.
HIGHINGTON , J.A. WILSON , Lts. W.C. BURKE-ROBERTSON , C.M. MIDDLETON and W.T. PENTLAND
T.0.8 . 143 Other Ranks T.0.S. 2 Other Renks wounded . Weather - Fair.

Most unhappy Christmas . Practically unable to move in an area owing to enemy
snipers and M.0's . Destructive shoot carried out on ROCK between enemy post during
daylight . "A" Coy tried an attack on houses at 309165 but pl. opened up on by 1.0's
from right at 314169 and pl . had to withdraw with casualties . Enemy ranged "A" Coyhouses and started to shell them heavily . Enemy Mortars started in Bn area and onedetected in V. S. NICOLA at 299159. This was knocked out by F.0.0. Recce patrol sent
out by "p" coy to houses at 306165 , pinned down and 2 men killed . By evening 8.0.positions pinpointed from 304164 to 313169 and an area decidely uncomfortable . Estrol
from R.C.R. contacted "A" Coy at 1600 hrs and brought first intimation of attempt toget ration train through , Bn having had no rations since 23 Dec. All attempts toImpress Bde that tanks are essential to clean our area have failed so far. Ration train
made up of S.L.I. carrying party appeared 2100 hrs at "A" Coy led by Capt . BEAL.Stretcher parties also brought for 6 casualties , including Capt . HANDLEY who was hit
un evening by mortar shrapnel . Coy sent out fighting patrol at 1800 hrs and tookout post on track at 308158. Coy, during the day, took 3 prisoners , one from iParatroop Regt . and 2 from 20th Motorized Bty. Active contact all night with enemywho were clearly heard to be digging in close to "b" Coys position. Eight attack tried
but proved impossible owing to length time that it took to evacuate

wounded from Bn . area .
Casualties Capt . P.D. HANDLEY, 7 other Ranks killed , 11 other Ranks wounded . Weather -
Fair and cool . Zwandid.
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En area shelled in early morning . (Call from Bde. to send guides for tanks whovere now ready to come up . 1.0 . set out at 0950 hrs . to bring up tanks , visited R.C.R.
enroute and tied up D.F. task and patrols . C.R. Command post at 509158. R.C.R.
having trouble on track from houses at 50715 and 207157. T.& P.E.R. also unable tomove owing to .G's. in house at 509152. 1000 hrs . Bn. area, "A" Coy. especially,heavily shelled and counter attack put in on "A" Coy. Coy . held its fire until the
last moment and the counter attack beaten off at the Coy's . back door leaving 8 Germans

killed around the house . Arty Rep . from 57 Army P.0. did magnificent work shootingenemy positions with one gun within 200 yds . of our own neren. At 1200 hrs . the
1.0 . arrived with 3 tanks , a fourth having bored down . At 1330 hr tanks attacked
houses at 309165 with Inf . support from "A" Coy . Enemy driven out across " B" and "C"
Coys . front and a very heavy fight developed . D.P.JANE was brought down incessantly
on the withdrawing energy and quite a slaughter ensued. Enemy having been beaten off"A" Coy's . front tanks reported to "D" Coy . who attacked house at 305166 and drove
eneny from there into gulley. In both cases the tanks attacked first over a distance
of about 100 yds . and did all the shooting they could , they then withdrew and ceased

fire and the Inf . went up to mop up the area . This was the most effective use of
tanks this unit has made . Total at end of day was 40 onony killed and 20 taken
prisoner . Estimate of energ casualties for the day in En . area 100 to 120 .
CLARKE badly sheken up in "A" Coy's house which received three direct hite during the
day . Bn . are heavily shelled at 1800 hrs . Quiet night . Ration party end 80

reinforcements and stretcher party arrived 2200 hrs . Casualties - Major J.C.CLARKS
wounded but not evacuated , L

...
ARRELL, wounded , &

O.'s. killed and 4 0.R's.vounded . Weather - fair and cool

Major

Bn . remained in same position throughout day improving positions now made possible
as most of sniping eliminated but " C" Coy. and slope toward S.NICOLA still underobservation . Also contacts with R.C.R. and H. & P.E.R. improved and defences tied in.
"B" Coy . teed up in morning for attack on ROCK with tanks but H. F.B.R. got there
first. Shelling and mortaring throughout day. Casualties - 1 0.R. killed and 4 0.R's.
wounded . Lt. K.S. ARREIL died of wounds . Weather - cloudy and cool .
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Shelling and mortaring throughout the day , otherwise uneventful . "D" Coy.
ordered to o forward aftor dark and take up position covering ford at 801177.Arrived on objective O.K. and found abandoned German H.Q. with Christmas treescovered with Christmas messages in English . Casualties L. J.C.

CURRELLY ,Lt. M.C. BENSON and Lt. N.H. MCMURRICH .0.8 . - Hajor R.P. LYON wounded , 7 OtherRanks wounded . Weather - cloudy and cool .
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Major Wallace came forward in the morning and took over command from the C.O.who went back to B Echelon for two days . "D" Coy. relieved by R. 22 R. at 0900 hrs .and returned to old area . 3rd Bde . passing through Unit area brought down considerable
shelling and several casualties particularily in "D" Coy. who were caught out of
their trenches . Casualties - It. D.A. HARPER wounded , 3 Other Ranks killed , 23Other Ranks wounded . Weather - cloudy and cool.

Same area . Heavy shelling. Major Wallace in Command while c.o. out for atwo day rest . Sudden call from Bde. for En . to attack 8/1 TOMMASO MR898104 at any
time they see

fit, but must have it by first light on 51 Dec. This call arrived at1600 hrs . followed by 1.0 . and B.M. with further details . ' o ' op . called for 1730hrs. et Bn . H.. This coincided with
supper and all were rach put out when Jerryshelled Bn. H.Q. heavily and practically demolished the house . ' o ' Group continuedin slit trenches . Supper buried under ruins . Casualties 2 Other Ranks killed ,5 Other Ranks wounded . Weather - cloudy and cool .
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Summary of Events and Information

C.O. absent for rest at B Ech . Attack launched against S.NICOLA and S.TOMMASO
under direction of Major Wallace , 2 1/e . "D" Coy . and H.Q. at former R.C.R. H.Q."A" , "B" and "C " Coys . forward on ground looking WEST towards S.NICOLA and
S.TOMASO . "A" and "C" Coys . went into attack and suffered several casualties from
Arty support . Re-organization and the attack was concluded . Both objectives were
teken and approximately 30 casualties suffered . C.0 . made recce of both Towns whichwere under fire and observation by enemy . He returned to B.H.Q. at 1350 hrs . andproceeded with 1.0. to a Bde . ' ' op . Plans for the next month were outlined and
the Bn . were ordered to stand fast in their positions at S.NICOLA and S.TOMMASO ,keeping contact forward end to the flenke . Heavy rain and considerable wind bogged
vehicles and generally impaired movement . Eersonnel in ' slits ' spent a miserable
night . Casualties 13 other Renka killed and 2 other Renks wounded . Weather -cold and windy with rain.
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John
shin .( 1.8.JOHNSTON ) Lt- col . ,

Commanding Officer,48th Highlanders of Canada .


